Hands and Voices 2017 Survey Result:

Pre Survey Figure:

** 65 people registered for the conference **23 parents/42 service providers**

** Average age of 25 children: 88 months **7.3 years old**

Post Survey Explanations:

** 23 out of 65 replied the survey **35.3% participant**

⇒ 10 parents replied <Parents represents 43.5% of survey respondent>
⇒ 13 service providers replied <Service providers represents 56.5% of survey respondents>

Q1: Are you a parent or service provider?

⇒ Overview of the conference demographic- this survey represents 15% parents and 85% service providers viewpoints

Q2: This was a parent focused conference that addressed various components of the educational process specifically for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing children.

⇒ 87% survey respondents agreed that that this was a parent focused conference that addressed various components of the educational process specifically for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing children.

⇒ 13% survey respondents somewhat agreed was a parent focused conference that addressed various components of the educational process specifically for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing children.
Q3: I received strategies on how to navigate through early intervention and the school system from this conference.

- 52% of survey respondents agreed that they received strategies on how to navigate through early intervention and the school system from this conference.
- 39% of survey respondents somewhat agreed that they received strategies on how to navigate through early intervention and the school system from this conference.
- 9% of survey respondents disagreed that they received strategies on how to navigate through early intervention and the school system from this conference.

Q4: Through this conference, I learned about different services that are available in the education system.

- 65% of survey respondents agreed that they learned about different services that are available in the education system.
- 30% of survey respondents somewhat agreed that they learned about different services that are available in the education system.
- 5% of survey respondents disagreed that they learned about different services that are available in the education system.

Q5: Overall rating of the "Keys to Ensuring your Deaf and Hard of Hearing Child's Future" by Tawny Holmes, Esq. is:

- 4.4 out of 5 stars

Q6: Overall rating of the "Panel: Parent Experiences Navigating the Education System" is:

- 4.5 out of 5 stars

Q7: Overall Rating of the "From Triggers to Solutions: Challenge and Treasures of Parenting a Deaf or Hard of Hearing Child" by Dr. Cheryl Johnson is:

- 4.2 out of 5 stars
Q8: 23 Survey respondents replied toward to the questions while 11 out of 23 <48%> survey respondents indicated which Breakout Session Group they joined:

The facilitator was professional and courteous
96%- AGREED
4%- SOMEWHAT AGREE
0%- DISAGREED

I felt that I had opportunity to speak out/inquire
74%- AGREED
26%- SOMEWHAT AGREE
0%- DISAGREED

I made connections with my group
52%- AGREED
39%- SOMEWHAT AGREE
9%- DISAGREED

The professionals were helpful with their inputs
87%- AGREED
9%- SOMEWHAT AGREE
4%- DISAGREED

After the session, I became more confident
70%- AGREED
26%- SOMEWHAT AGREE
4%- DISAGREED

- Part C to Preschool: 18%
- Elementary: 64%
- Middle School/High School/Post High School: 18%

Q9: After the conference, I left with tools that would assist and guide my decisions as I navigate or support the educational services.

⇒ 78% of survey respondents agreed they left with tools that would assist and guide my decisions as I navigate or support the educational services after the conference.

⇒ 22% of survey respondents somewhat agreed they left with tools that would assist and guide my decisions as I navigate or support the educational services after the conference.

Q10: Overall rating of the New Hampshire Hands and Voice conference is:

⇒ 9.1 out of 10 stars